
Bwanaz Launches New Line of High-
Performance Portable Monitors

Discover Enhanced Flexibility with the 15.6” Portable

Monitor and the 32-Inch Smart Screen – Where

Function Meets Mobility.

USA, July 16, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Today

marks a landmark in digital innovation as Bwanaz

announces the release of two exceptional portable

monitors, setting new standards in the

industry. Bwanaz's commitment to developing

consumer technology through clever, portable

solutions is demonstrated by the introduction of

the 15.6" 1080P Portable Monitor and the 32-Inch

Smart Screen 1080p Portable Monitor. 

15.6" 1080P Portable Monitor: Versatility for a Life

on the Go

The 15.6" 1080P  Portable Monitor is designed to

provide exceptional versatility and connectivity.

With its dual Type-C connectors and MINI HDMI

port, this Claremont Livings-designed monitor can

be easily connected to a variety of devices,

including game consoles and computers. At an

incredibly low cost of $79.99, it offers superior

quality images on a Full HD IPS display and has a

sturdy aluminum frame with a sleek, lightweight

design.

32-Inch 1080p Smart Screen Portable Monitor:

Rethinking Mobile Entertainment on the Go

The 32” Smart Screen is the ultimate portable display that blends luxury and functionality. This

monitor has an Incell Touch Screen that is responsive, integrates the Android OS, allows access

to the Google Play Store, and has a voice-activated remote control. With its movable screen and

integrated battery that provides up to 4–6 hours of use, it's ideal for a variety of situations,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://bwanaz.com/single/ps/2482/?variant=6524


including at home or when traveling.

This impressive smart screen is

available for $799.99.

"We are excited to introduce these

cutting-edge portable monitors, which

represent our commitment to blending

superior functionality with unmatched

portability," said John, CEO of Bwanaz,

in regards to his excitement for the

new offers. We anticipate that these

items will improve our consumers'

digital experiences, whether they are

being used for work, play, or

amusement."

These innovative items are now offered

on Bwanaz's integrated online

platform, which combines the

advantages of wholesale pricing with

the ease of retail. "Bwanaz", which specializes in electronics straight from the manufacturer,

guarantees value and quality with each purchase.
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